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A Memorial Adventure
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« I believe that everything is always in question, that everything is always to be saved, that nothing is definitively
acquired and that there will never be rest on earth for men of good will »

Raymond Aron

A COMMITMENT 

A "memorial pilgrimage" to honor the victims of World War II
and keep their memory alive.
A quest for meaning, the need to take a break and get out of a
daily life that has become too painful in order to carry out a
project that I have chosen to do and not that I feel obligated to
do.
A way to selfconfidence and face my fears.
An opportunity to meet new people, to discover and celebrate
Europe.
A desire to give more time to causes that are important to me.
A wish of share my commitment with other young people and
maybe inspire them.
A goal to raise funds for Unicef.

This memorial adventure is a sporting challenge of 3000 km by
bike through the European Union, from Gurs (France) to Auschwitz
(Poland) passing in particular through Oradour-sur-Glane, the
Glières plateau, Strasbourg and Berlin. It memorial adventure is
also and above all:

This memorial adventure is finally a personal and civic
commitment to contribute to the duty of remembrance through
sharing and exchanging with younger generations.

A MEMORIAL ADVENTURE



The adventurer
"You had to be idealistic"

Stéphane Hessel
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The story we tell ourselves individually and collectively
determines our perception of the world. Observing a
world that is going badly and taking refuge in
ignorance or indifference, in the past and pessimism
will be useless. Let's not be afraid to be idealistic, to
dream, to hope and to listen to our heart. Let's keep
exploring the possibilities,resist and create the world
we desire, because there is a future awaiting us. 

MY PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE
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The adventurer talking with Iron Man at the museum of
civilization in Quebec
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The adventurer on the occasion of the 7th edition of the
GTVO, 74 km trail and 5000 m of elevation gain

I grew up and did a large part of my schooling between
Allassac and Brive-la-Gaillarde in Correze. 
When I was 19, I contributed my services to my town as a
city councilman. After my bachelor degree, I pursued a
degree in law at the University of Limoges, then I received
a master degree in international relations at the University
of Clermont-Ferrand. I then continued my involvement in
public service. First as history and geography teacher,
then as project manager at the Departmental Council of
Creuse and until recently as digital mediator in the
Pyrénées-Atlantiques.

MY BACKGROUND

A 27-year-old guy, cycling enthusiast, lover of wide
open spaces and driven by a strong desire to act for,
to transmit and exchange around a theme that has
been close to his heart for many years: the duty of
memory.

IN ONE SENTENCE
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65 %

12/2021

A civic commitment : this adventure is the way I have
chosen to defend the causes that are close to my
heart : the duty of memory and the right to education.
A personal challenge : if I undertake this adventure it
is to challenge myself, face my fears and follow my
path.

MOTIVATIONS

12/28/2021

First presentations of the project to
my family and friends.

First meeting with Unicef

To achive my adventure, I need a budget of 5500 €. I
already have the sum of 3500€ and I still have to obtain
the remaning 2000€. 

 

Project Outline

ADVENTURE TIMELINE

Support education rights across the globe ;
Promote civic commitment ;
Raise public awareness to the importance of the duty
of memory.

1.
2.
3.

GOALS

Create an online moneypot the final amount of wich
will be entirely donated to Unicef ;
Guide discussions in schools or extracurricula
settings to 2 to 3 times par weeks.
Bike 50 à 70 km per day depending on the climate
and the interventions ;
Sleep as much as possible homestays ;
Look for partners to publicize and finance my
adventure. 

To achieve these goals I will :
PROCESS

NEEDS

01/27/2022

04/14/2022

24/04/2022

07/2022

Official launch of the adventure and
communication campaign : search
for partners and schools. 

Finalization of the route.

DEPARTURE from the Gurs camp. 

ARRIVAL at the Auschwitz camp no
later than July 14, 2022.

BUDGET

Food
27%

Bike and accessories
39%

Clothes and
shoes

5%

Others
15%

Video and
accessories

14%

One bike hiking, spare parts and bike bags to travel
safely and transport camping gear  ;
Technical clothes et and a pair of shoes to face
climate hazard  ;
A camera to film my adventure and my encounters in
order to make a short movie.
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"There always comes a time when you have to choose between contemplation and action. It's called becoming aman."
Albert Camus

03/24/2022 Launch of the fundraising campaign
for UNICEF.

2014 Birth of the project

10/18/2021 Beginning of my accompaniment
with "EnqQuête 2 soi"

A MEMORIAL ADVENTURE
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Travel schedule*

STOPS IN FRANCE

PYRÉNÉES-ATLANTIQUES
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“There is no favorable wind for those who do not know where they are going”
Sénèque

GERS

LANDES

LOT

DORDOGNE

LOT ET GARONNE

CORRÈZE

HAUTE-VIENNE

CREUSE

LOIRE

PUY-DE-DÔME

RHÔNE

AIN

HAUTE-SAVOIE

JURA

DOUBS

Gurs - Pau 

Pau - Aire-sur-l'Adour

Aire-sur-l'Adour - Condom

Condom - Agen
Agen - Fumel

Fumel - Gourdon

Gourdon - Saint-Léon-sur-Vézère

Saint-Léon-sur-Vézère - Allassac
Allassac - Tulle
Tulle - Masseret

Masseret - Limoges
Limoges - Oradour-sur-Glane

5/9*Provisional travel shedule which will be adjusted according to the interventions and reception proposals.

Oradour-sur-Glane - Bourganeuf
Bourganeuf - Aubusson

Aubusson - Pontgibaud
Pontgibaud - Clermont-Ferrand

Clermont-Ferrand - Noirétable

Noirétable - Sainte-Foy-l'Argentière
Sainte-Foy-l'Argentière - Lyon

Lyon - Izieu

Izieu - Annecy
Annecy - le plateau des Glières

Le plateau des Glières - Valserhône

Valserhône - Morbier

AIN

Morbier - Pontarlier
Pontarlier - Saint-Hyppolyte

Gurs camp memorial panel

The Glières plateau

Allassac Station

Oradour-sur-Glane

The European Parliement in Strasbourg
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Ctruongngoc


 

STOPS IN GERMANY
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BADE-WURTEMBERG

SAXE

BAVIÈRE

BRANDEBOURG

BERLIN

Starsbourg - Rastatt

 

Travel schedule*

Rastatt - Knittlingen

6/9*Provisional travel shedule which will be adjusted according to the interventions and reception proposals.

Knittlingen - Löwenstein
Löwenstein - Crailsheim

Crailsheim - Lehrberg
Lehrberg - Forchheim
Forchheim - Itzgrund

Itzgrund - Masserberg
Masserberg - Bad Berka
Masserberg - Weimar

Weimar - Steigra
Steigra - Bitterfeld-Wolfen

Bitterfeld-Wolfen - Treuenbrietzen

Treuenbrietzen - Berlin

Berlin - Fürstenwalde
Fürstenwalde - Neißemünde
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STOPS IN POLAND

LUBUSZ

BASSE-SILÉSIE

OPOLE

SILÉSIE

Neißemünde - Żagań

Żagań - Lubin
Lubin - Wrocław

Wrocław - Opole

Opole - Chechło
Chechło - Katowice

Katowice - Oświęcim
PETITE POLOGNE

THURINGE

BRANDEBOURG

HAUT-RHIN

BAS-RHIN

Saint-Hyppolyte - Mulhouse
Mulhouse - Colmar

Colmar - Natzwiller
Natzwiller - Strasbourg

Lehrberg symbol of Franco-German friendship

Entrance to Birkenau (Auschwitz II), view from
inside the camp

The Holocaust memorial in Berlin
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https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Ctruongngoc


 

Frequently Asked Questions 

WHY BY BIKE ?

WHY AUSCHWITZ ?

This destination may surprise, even shock. For me, it is a
duty towards the victims and a necessity to preserve and
transmit their memories.
It's also a personal, visceral need that I can't
explain.
So I imagined this route to the Auschwitz camp, because
it marked my memory as a student. It remains engraved
in my mind even today as the most emblematic place of
World War II.
I am convinced that the physical and sensory experience
of a place like Auschwitz allows people, like me, who did
not know the war, to understand and experience the
violence of this tragedy.

WHY FOR UNICEF ?

WHY NOW ?

I could have contented myself with embarking on this
adventure without giving myself any other goal than that
of arriving at Auschwitz. But for me it was not enough. I
also had to carry an optimistic message and a current
fight. I chose to do this adventure for the benefit of Unicef
and therefore to support actions that aim to guarantee
and protect children's rights across the globe. In
particular, the right to education which remains the best
tool to change the world.
Education gives us the possibility to understand our
environment, to criticize it and to improve it. Education
makes us free to think for ourselves. By supporting
Unicef, I intend to support the sharing of knowledge and
therefore fight against obscurantism and withdrawal into
oneself, which are two enemies of peace and happy days.

I have had this project in minf for 8 years, but I have
never takes the time and most of all had the courage to

do it. I decided to do it this year following a skills
assessment with the company "EnQête 2 Soi".

I want to move forward in my personal and professional
life. I have come to the end of an experience which no

longer satisfies me. This project is therefore a first step
towards a new horizon.

I don't want to go directly to my destination. I want my
trip to be a kind of tribute. I want to take the time in my

life to do these 3000 km out of respect for the victims. I
want to stop in places of memory and meet people.

I want to do it by bike because it is an environmentally
friendly transport, good for health, economical and

convenient.

"If you want to change the world...find someone to help you row."
 Amiral William H. McRaven
 

WHY FROM APRIL TO JULY ?

First because this period is rich in
commemorations: April 24, May 8, May 9, May 27, June

18 and July 14.
Second, weather is rather favorable to cyclists :

the days are long and the temperatures more lenient.
Third, because schools are open.

AND COVID ?

This is the main risk of this adventure, because I will be
forced like all of us to adapt to the requirements of the
health situation. However, I am vaccinated and I am
hopeful that spring and summer will limit the number of
contaminations.

HOW WILL YOU COMMUNICATE ?

I don't speak German or Polish, but I have asked friends
to translate the essential words for me.

Moreover, I understand and I know how to make myself
understood in English.
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https://www.linguee.com/english-french/translation/skills+assessment.html


 

ARE YOU DOING IT ALONE ?

Yes, but if you want to join me to share a few kilometers
you are more than welcome to do so !

HOW CAN WE FOLLOW YOU ?

my website : www.fabiendevilliers.fr 
my social media : Facebook, Instagram and LinkedIn
@fabien_devilliers

I will regularly publish information on :

J'ai prévu dans mon budget de prendre un billet de train
"Interrail", mais suivant ma forme physique je remonterai

sur mon vélo.
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WHAT DO YOU DO FOR THE RETURN ? 

This memorial adventure is not the end of my journey, but a
new chapter that I want to write and a condition to go

forward.
I am determined to give my time and energy to meet the

great challenges of our time in particular the digital divide,
the democratic crisis and the biodiversity protection.

So why not embark on a new adventure with new
objectives to mobilize and innovate collectively ? Why not
defend my convictions in the political arena to reform this
system which always produces more inequality ?  Why do

not not create or join an association?
I think this adventure will bring me the answers to these

questions.
 
 
 

AND AFTER THE ADVENTURE ?

Become my sponsor (see partnership contract) ;
Make a donation to the Unicef moneypot that I will open
next March ;
Invite me to your school ;
Host me and/or invite me to eat at your place (I cook well
and I have a great sense of humor) ;
Share my adventure around you to make it known !

To achieve this adventure, I need your help.

To support me, you can :

WHY AND HOW CAN YOU SUPPORT ME ? 

AND FOR SLEEPING ?

I am counting on the solidarity of the people I will
meet. But in the worst scenario I will have my tent and
sleeping bag on my bike!

 

Frequently Asked Questions 

SPONSORS

A MEMORIAL ADVENTURE



Join the adventure !

@fabien_devilliers

www.fabiendevilliers.fr

contact@fabiendevilliers.fr


